Chinese and Western Combinations
Leo (Monkey) Month
Combination with Horse Year:
"Will Power" Sun, Fire, Fixed
"Command" Yang-Positive Fire
Characteristics: Pragmatism, Accomplishment,
Power, Haste, Loyalty, Autonomy, Rebellion,
Popularity,
Style,
Dexterity,
Anxiety,
Unscrupulousness,
Immodesty,
Selfishness,
Persuasiveness, Vanity, Protection, Philanthropy,
Warmth, Promiscuity, Tyranny, Arrogance, SelfSatisfaction, Nobility

This combination is a competitor but is usually just in competition with themselves;
wanting to exceed their previous attempts and move to higher levels. A focus like this
means a person who can triumph because barriers do not faze them and challenges
are undertaken with vigor. The Leo-Horse is a doer and a cheerful one at that. In
addition, they are generally champions. While human and to an extent possessing the
skittishness of a Horse, they are also not easily deterred. They are the type that
people speak of as a role model. Regardless of what it is, mundane tasks that
someone must do, or great events, they Leo-Horse gets them accomplished. They
can scrub floors or run the marathon in the Olympics. They are well aware that their
winning smile can only get them so far in life. The Leo-Horse can be taken for a ride
and this can do damage to their souls even though they are essentially strong. While
they are not pouters or sulkers, they do have feelings and, most of all, they are the
type who relentlessly asks why? And all they hear for an answer is an echo. A lot of
success comes from struggling alone in the night doing thankless tasks. There is a
strong trusting character in this combination and while that is generally good, it can be
harmful. Not everyone is sincere with his or her handshake and most contracts have
the fine print.
Romance: The combination is both extra hot-blooded and super beguiling. There is,
unfortunately, an amoral approach to passion on the part of this combination. For
them, it is a one-way street rife with lack of responsibility and failure in communication.
Disappearing acts are a strong likelihood, leaving their partner to worry and wonder.
The Leo-Horse is a combination that is made up of two movers and shakers in the
passion department. They are enthusiastically red hot and smashingly seductive.
Generally this combination is a passionate creature, full of dash and vigor. Leo is no
slouch in the ardor department either.
Relationships: To be avoided in this combination are Taurus, Scorpio or AquariusRats and Monkeys. They are strictly bad luck. Terrific choices for romance are Aries,

Gemini, Libra, Sagittarius and Capricorn-Tigers. Dogs with these sign are good too.
Additional good choices are Aries and Capricorn-Rams.
Family Life: Fine points matter to this combination. They make fine excellent parents
and their children are generally well behaved. This is due to a moderately strict style
of parenting that is not overbearing. Comfort is the key in the home of the Leo-Horse.
They do not lean in the direction of the flashy or magnificent. They are pragmatists
and that means their house must work properly. The décor is on the traditional side
but it does call attention to itself.
Likelihood: Business is probably a good place for this combination because they are
independent and abhor authority. In addition, they are extremely good at turning
nothing into something. The Leo-Horse is capable of a vast variety of jobs and
professions. There is essentially nothing they cannot do. Much of this is based on their
staggering will power. If they want something, including success, there is a good
likelihood that they will get it.
Famous Leo/Horses: Percy Bysshe Shelley, Aldous Huxley, Ted Hughes, John
Huston.

